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Speakers’ responses to questions raised during the webinar

Questions to Ms. Lynn Collins, Strategic Relations and Engagement
Advisor, Liverpool City Region Combined Authority (LCRCA), United
Kingdom
1.Is there any working on Business plans for youth below the age of 35 years? if yes, what
are they?
- We are seeking to include young people in our recovery panel as well as establishing the
Metro Mayor's Youth Advisory group - and to make sure young people join all our working
groups to voice out their opinion. We also have young people represented in our climate
partnership and action groups under the Fairness Commission on tackling poverty. We try
to integrate young people's voices in our structure to engage with how we recover.
2. Do you think there is any room to co wider the shared economy or cooperative business
model that can be incorporated in the mix for a better secure future for the Youth?
- We are faced with a new generation of young people who do not have open to them the
normal opportunities for employment. Encouraging innovation and entrepreneurship with
the cohort of young people will be important so we are looking at developing specific
innovation funds that they may be able to access. But overall, our approach is that we
don't have all the answers. We would like to hear many voices as possible both within our
own city region nationally and internationally. We are building a concept of a Liverpool city
region living lab in the same way as there are many trials around the world to find COVID19 virus. We would like to bring ideas together and to find a solution for the viruses of poverty
and disadvantage about unemployment that are the result of the COVID-19.

Questions to Mr. Xuan Xia, Founder, Star of Social Innovation, China
1. How are Chinese social enterprises financed and how large are they (numbers
employed/income)?
2. Is there a specific law in China that enables the registration, recognition, regulation, and
government support to 'social enterprises'?
3. Please explain how certified social enterprises have managed to get government attention.
In many countries, especially in Africa, it is still unclear what the difference is between
Informal Economy and Social Economy
4. For strengthening enterprises in China, what kind of financial mechanism have been set
up to enable them to have access to financing?
- The speaker has provided the following slides in Chinese which are translated by the
Secretariat

to
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5. Very many young girls between the age of 13+ have gotten pregnant during this pandemic
of COVID-19 in Uganda currently. if it were in China, how would you solve this problem
hence PROTECTING GIRL CHILD, yet they were in school?
-

There is currently no such situation in China, where 99.99% of school-age children
are in school. At the same time, the protection of minors in China is becoming more
and more clear and prominent.

Questions to Ms. Nonhle Memela, Programme Manager, eThekwini
Municipality, South Africa
1. Do you think there should be any change in governmental policies to cater to the
needs of the people? what in your opinion are they and which sector should be
targeted?
- I agree the government policies should be amended, considered of the current
situations we are facing. It is not the new normal so we cannot expect everything to
be the same. New regulations and operating standards are needed. But when we
amend those policies, we need to make sure that we review, monitor and evaluate
them to see if they serve the good purpose.

-

We cannot single out some sectors. Focusing only on some sectors will cause
problems and challenges since the other sectors may be neglected. So, I think that we
should look into every sector because most people are operating different sectors. We
cannot ignore one or two sectors. All sectors are important, and we should all find
ways in terms of looking at what particular sector should be looked into and what
changes can be made to fit into the current situation and move forward.

2.

Could you please elaborate more about "the oversupply of information”?
- We are in the beginning phrase of the lockdown. SSE organizations have been
receiving a lot of information from different sources. It causes confusion which
makes them hard to judge if it is fake news and to decide which one to disperse. This
information overload will also cause delays in making decision.

3. I'd like to learn how SSE organisations in Hong Kong and South Africa are
communicating with each other to discuss their problems and find some solutions.
Thank you for your presentations!
- We are still in the early stage of the lockdown. many interactions have been brought
to a standstill. We are not able to have any networking, conference, or training. We
must rely solely on online networking platforms for communication. At the
municipality level, we have been working closely with the sector representatives of
the social enterprise or where we disseminate and share information that need to be
escalated to the social enterprises. However, challenges still exist. For example, a
debt relief fund has been available for social enterprises. one of the criteria is to
provide supporting documents including business plan, bank statement and ID copies,
etc. However, many social enterprises meet challenges of putting extra resources for
providing those documents. Although we are able to disseminate the information,
there is still a challenge of receiving what is required. Therefore, we need to find the
local economy practitioners to find ways to assist them where it heads to indicated
representation. We open up a one-stop shop where we collect all the enquiries and
assist them one by one through phone call later. However, communication and
interaction are still a challenge. But still, on level 3 of COVID-19, we are going to
work on strategies on how to move forward. We could limit ourselves to a certain
number of people into meeting rooms or network sessions to try and bring back
normal working form of interactions. As we open the economy, it will well open ways
of communicating and interacting.

Questions to Mr. Cho Ju Yeon, CEO, Seoul Social Economy Centre,
South Korea
1. In Seoul what is/are the main sectors of small businesses that are looking to be
transformed into SE enterprises?

- Regarding this question, I would like to explain that there are small shops
and business in the neighborhood providing services and products to the people who
live in the community. These businesses are getting affected and pushed away by big
corporates or franchise shops due to price competitiveness and not standardized
services. I think these small business (like corner shops and cafeterias and repair
shops etc.) can work together and build partnership as Social and Solidarity
Economy actors to be able to have more competitiveness.
2. The local govts are normally close to the people and can play important role in
local economic development but very low percent of people seems to trust them as
shown by you. why this is so?
-

Local governments surely play a very important role in the local economic
development. During the COVID-19 crisis central governments are playing
significant roles, so citizens trust the central government in their power and
implementation of policies. Local governments are having relatively less presence in
terms of COVID-19 response measures.

-

Questions to Mr. Anthony Wong, Business Director, The Hong Kong
Council of Social Service, Hong Kong, China
1. I'd like to learn how SSE organisations in Hong Kong and South Africa are
communicating with each other to discuss their problems and find some solutions.
Thank you for your presentations!

- We make use of different platforms like this webinar for direct communication with
counterparts in South AFrica. We are also happy to launch direct communication
with other stakeholders through different types of international platforms. Through
the exchanges, we are pleased to share our initiatives in Hong Kong with others.

- Our council is a platform for NGOs and social enterprises. For the last few months,
our council has received a lot of information, channeled up from the bottom. We have
maintained an effective communication platform with the concerned parties.
Problems are widely shared through social media platforms. If a solution is being
identified by few actors, it will be quickly shared among the community. A lot of
people pick up ideas and transform them into different kinds of solutions that
facilitate the alleviation of problems at the community level. As a city having a diverse
society, Hong Kong should be able to safeguard the needs of different groups of
people. With a de-centered structure, individual organizations such as NGO and
social enterprises will be able to lead diverse needs. At locality and neighborhood
level, people are still identifying who can champion the drive for collaborative effort
to create a bigger change for the community. At the central level in the social welfare
sector like our council, we are campaigning for taking this role. However, there
should be a lot of rooms for improvement in other sectors.
2. In your presentation it has been mentioned that WISEs (Work integration social
enterprises) suffer the most, would it be possible to share with us which sectors and
which vulnerable/disadvantaged groups are affected the most, and how the
government is supporting them? Thank you, Irma Botic form the European Network
of Social Integration Enterprises
- A lot of our WISEs under our organization are set up to support the Disability
Community. These WISEs created a lot of jobs for them which they have been working
for many years. However, due to the negative impact of the pandemic, a lot of WISEs
are facing difficulties and having a big problem of survival. These types of jobs will
be lost. It will be difficult for people with disabilities to find a decent job in the normal
market.

